Resolution for the Issue being stuck on a step called "Install_WatsonX86_Cpu32_Action" during Installing SQL Server 2014 on a Windows 10 PC

Issue:
During installing SQL Server 2014 on a Windows 10 PC, the installer got stuck on a step called "Install_WatsonX86_Cpu32_Action" for hours.

Resolution:
I found that inside Windows Task Manager, there were more than one processes with the name 'Windows Installer' running (attached a screenshot of this below). After restarting the installation process a few times, I decided to end the 'Windows Installer' process when it got stuck. Much to my amazement, it continued installing past the point of being stuck.

I had to do this three more times before it installed fully, each time deleting the extra 'Windows Installer' processes (I attached a picture of this as well).